We help our clients keep their trains running, wind turbines turning when
the wind is blowing, and fighter jets ready for action. To accomplish this
we provide complete control of what factors impact production, and what
factors drive costs. Simply put, we help companies and government
agencies find the optimal balance between capacity and cost.
We work across the entire product lifecycle, from concept development and procurement to operations and maintenance. We rely on
methods that have been tested in the field for over 40 years and
analyses using our proprietary, global market-leading Opus Suite. For
our customers, this means more efficient operations, predictable costs,
and most importantly: decisions based on facts, not just a gut feeling.

Our services
How do you right-size the spare
parts inventory for an aircraft
fleet? How many technicians
or repair shops do you need to
keep a certain number of trains
running? What is the right time
for wind turbine maintenance?
Complex projects and systems involve
many questions. Perhaps the most
basic questions are these: What is the
desired output? And what does it cost?
Systecon provides the analyses, methods
and tools that give you the information
you need to answer these questions,
and many more. Using our proprietary
Opus Suite software, you quickly get
an overview of what factors affect
your output and your costs. With our

extensive experience, we are wellpositioned to assist you based on
your particular needs.
We operate in many different industries.
Our main areas of expertise include rail
and transport, defense and the energy
sector. We can help you…
• optimize organization and systems
from a lifecycle perspective
• set the right procurement requirements and select the most costeffective product
• manage projects, for instance related
to system availability or maintenance
development
• analyze and determine the
optimum support requirements
and the resources needed
• monitor production, identify

Unique expertise and
market-leading software
™

Systecon assists hundreds of
companies and agencies around
the world. The proprietary Opus
Suite software is used for some
of the largest and most technically complex products and
systems. All our clients have two
things in common, the highest
standards and a significant
potential for optimizing
efficiency and reducing cost.
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Find out
more about how
we can help you
meet your goals
systecon.se
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Some of our clients
ALSTOM
AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE
BAE SYSTEMS
BOEING
BRAzILIAN AIR FORCE
EADS
FINMECCANICA

LOCKHEED MARTIN
SAAB DEFENCE
SAMSUNG
SWEDISH DEFENCE
THALES
THYSSENKRUPP
UK MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
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